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1 Introduction 

The CIP Project 

In September 2016, the Township of Wellesley initiated a Community Improvement Plan project, which is 
intended to focus on the vitality, regeneration, and economic prosperity of the Township’s key Settlement 
Areas.  Specifically, it has been determined that the Wellesley Urban Area and the Service Settlement of 
St. Clements each have important economic roles and their own unique attributes within the broader 
Township and could benefit from a comprehensive, strategic, and flexible framework for improvements to 
public and private properties1.  The Community Improvement Plan project is to be completed in 
accordance with the legislative framework for community improvement planning in Ontario (i.e., Section 
28 of the Planning Act) and will result in the designation of ‘community improvement project areas’ 
(CIPA) and the preparation of a ‘community improvement plan’ (CIP). 

Section 2.0 of this Report delivers an overview of community improvement planning in 
Ontario, and provides the reader with an explanation of what exactly a CIP is. 

Project Status 

To-date, Township staff and the project consulting team (from Stantec Consulting Ltd.) have completed 
Phase One of the CIP project.  The purpose of Phase One has been to: 

 Undertake a planning policy and background document review;

 Complete a needs and opportunities assessment for the core areas of Wellesley and St. Clements;
and

 Engage with the public and stakeholders through preliminary consultation events.

Sections 3.0, 4.0. and 5.0 of this Report provide a summary of the findings of each of the 
above key Phase One project tasks. 

Purpose of this Report 

The preparation of this Community Improvement Options Report represents the completion of 
Phase One of the CIP project.  As noted above, it documents the findings of key Phase One tasks and, 
based on the findings, presents: 

1. A set of community improvement program options, including:

a. Financial incentive programs that could help motivate investment in local improvements to
private property; and

b. Township-led programs and initiatives that could be implemented to demonstrate leadership
in and a commitment to improving Wellesley.

2. Community improvement concepts, which visually identify where certain type of improvements
could be implemented in the ‘core areas’ of the Township.

This Report will be shared with Township staff, Council, community stakeholders, and members of the 
Public to receive feedback on the options.  Based on the feedback, a set of preferred options will be 
identified and will serve as the basis for the development of a Township of Wellesley CIP. 

Section 6.0 of this Report presents the Community Improvement Plan Options identified. 

1 It is recognized that there are additional Rural Settlement Areas within the Township that could also benefit from a 
CIP.  While the Wellesley Urban Area and the Rural Settlement Area of St. Clements are the primary focus for a CIP at 
this time, options for addressing other settlement areas in the longer term are also identified for discussion purposes. 
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The Township of Wellesley CIP Project is being 

undertaken in accordance with a Three Phase 

Work Program, as shown to the left.   

This Community Improvement Options Report 

represents the completion of Phase One of the 

CIP Project and sets out several options for 

types of programs that could be included in the 

CIP. 

Consultation on the options will be undertaken 

in Phase 2 of the Project. 

It has been determined that the CIP will 

focus on Wellesley and St. Clements 

(the largest Settlement Areas in the 

Township, with the most significant 

concentrations of commercial/retail 

uses).  A ‘needs and opportunities’ 

assessment has been completed for 

these areas to identify how they could 

be improved.  The assessment focused 

on the following: 

 Land uses and the Built

Environment;

 Views and Streetscapes;

 Trails, Parks, and Recreational

facilities;

 Heritage Resources; and

 Parking.

A summary of findings is documented in 

this report. 

Figure 1: CIP Project Work Plan 

Figure 2: The Wellesley Mill in Wellesley is A Local 

Community Improvement Opportunity in the 

Wellesley ‘Core Area’ 
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2 What is a Community Improvement Plan? 

CIP Basics 

What is it? 

A CIP is a municipal planning tool used by municipalities all over Ontario.  A CIP is like an Official Plan or 
a Zoning By-law in that it is primarily focused on the use of land and buildings.  It is also like an Official 
Plan or Zoning By-law in that the Ontario Planning Act sets out how and when they can be used (as 
discussed later in this section of the report).   

However, a CIP is different than other municipal plans/planning tools because it is not intended to 
direct/regulate how land and buildings are used; rather, it has one or more of the following overarching 
goals: 

 Facilitating change and transition in certain areas; 

 Stimulating economic growth and development; 

 Motivating rehabilitation and redevelopment of private buildings/properties; and 

 Raising awareness to local needs and priorities. 

Simply put, a CIP is a plan or framework that sets out tools and strategies for improving 
the built, economic, and social environment in a designated area of a municipality. 

Traditionally CIPs have been used to improve downtown or ‘core areas’ in a municipality.  They have also 
traditionally been used to encourage or facilitate the remediation and redevelopment of brownfield (i.e., 
contaminated) properties.  Over the past 10 years or so, CIPs have been used more innovatively to 
encourage municipal-wide economic development; sustainable development (i.e., energy efficient 
buildings); the creation of affordable housing; intensification; and even the diversification of economic 
activity in agricultural areas. 

Figure 3: A CIP can Help Achieve a Wide Range of Municipal Goals and Address 

Local Issues 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Township of Wellesley has determined that its CIP should focus on revitalization, 
beautification, and economic growth in Wellesley and St. Clements. 
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Why Prepare a CIP? 

Under Section 106 of the Municipal Act, municipalities are prohibited from directly or indirectly assisting 
local businesses by giving or lending money.  However, having a CIP in place allows the municipality to 
assist financially with improvements to private properties.  Financial assistance may be available through 
incentive-based programs, such as grants and loans, and reductions (or the cancellation of) certain fees 
required by the municipality.  For example, the following table identifies the types of grant and loan 
programs that are often included in CIPs. 

Table 1: Financial Incentive Programs Typically included in a CIP 

Incentive Program Details 

Planning Application and Building 

Permit Fee Grant 

A grant to offset the planning and building fees required by the 

Township for an improvement project. 

Façade, Signage, and Property 

Improvement Grant 

A grant to assist with improvements to an existing building’s façade or 

signage, or other eligible improvements (i.e., parking and landscaping). 

Building Improvement Grant A grant to assist with structural improvements to existing buildings. 

Accessibility Grant A grant to assist to remove barriers or improve the accessibility of an 

existing building. 

Building Conversion and Expansion 

Grant 

A grant to assist in the conversion of existing vacant space into new 

commercial/mixed uses or the minor expansion of existing uses. 

Tax Increment Equivalent Grant A grant to assist with significant changes to a building, property, or 

business that results in an increase in property tax assessment.   

In Ontario, these types of programs can only be implemented by a municipal government 
through a CIP. 

What is in a CIP? 

Typically, a CIP includes the following key parts: 

1. Goals and Objectives, which set out specifically what the CIP will aim to achieve; 

2. A Community Improvement Project Area, which designates the area to which the CIP will 
apply; 

3. Municipal Leadership Programs, which the Township may undertake to demonstrate 
leadership and an overall commitment to improving Wellesley; 

4. Financial Incentive Programs, which may be provided to local business and land owners to 
assist with improvements to public property;  

5. Design Guidelines, which help define a common and coherent theme for streetscape, building 
and landscape improvements that can be encouraged with the CIP; 

6. A Marketing Plan, which helps the Township “get the word out” about the CIP;  

7. An Implementation Plan, which will set out a process for reviewing applications for financial 
incentives; and 

8. A Monitoring Plan, which helps measure the extent to which the CIP is a success. 
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Figure 4: Typical Parts/Sections of a CIP 

Legislation 

Planning Act 

The Planning Act is the primary piece of legislation that provides for the preparation of CIPs and sets out: 

1. Types of projects/activities/works that are considered ‘community improvement’; 

2. A process by which a municipality can identify a ‘community improvement project area’ and 
prepare a ‘community improvement plan’; 

3. Tools that can be implemented once a ‘community improvement plan’ is prepared; and,  

4. Eligible costs for which a municipality can provide incentives. 

This is discussed in greater detail in the following sections. 

Community Improvement  

Section 28(1) of the Planning Act defines ‘community improvement’ as “the planning or replanning, 
design or redesign, resubdivision, clearance, development or redevelopment, construction, reconstruction 
and rehabilitation, improvement of energy efficiency, or any of them, of a Community Improvement 
Project Area, and the provision of such residential, commercial, industrial, public, recreational, 
institutional, religious, charitable or other uses, buildings, structures, works, improvements or facilities, 
or spaces therefore, as may be appropriate or necessary”.   

Section 28(2) states that where there is an official plan in effect in a local Municipality or in a prescribed 
upper-tier Municipality that contains provisions relating to ‘community improvement’, the Council may, 
by By-law, designate the whole or any part of an area covered by such an official plan as a ‘community 
improvement project area’. 

Community Improvement Project Areas 

Section 28(1) of the Planning Act defines the term ‘community improvement project area’ as “a 
Municipality or an area within a Municipality, the Community Improvement of which in the opinion of 
the Council is desirable because of age, dilapidation, overcrowding, faulty arrangement, unsuitability of 
buildings or for any other environmental, social or community economic development reason”.  

Community Improvement Plan 

Section 28(4) of the Planning Act states that once a ‘community improvement project area’ has been 
designated by By-law, “the Council may provide for the preparation of a plan suitable for adoption as a 
Community Improvement Plan for the Community Improvement Project Area”.  
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Tools  

The Municipality may then prepare and use a ‘community improvement plan’ to: 

 Acquire, hold, clear, grade or otherwise prepare land (Section 28(3)); 

 Construct, repair, rehabilitate or improve buildings on land acquired or held by the Municipality 
(Section 28(6)); 

 Sell, lease or dispose of any land and buildings acquired or held by the Municipality (Section 
28(6)); and, 

 Make grants or loans to owners and tenants of land and buildings within the community 
improvement project area to pay for the whole or any part of ‘eligible costs’ related to community 
improvement (Section 28(7)).   

Eligible Costs  

‘Eligible costs’ are specified in Section 28 (7.1) of the Planning Act, and include costs related to 
“environmental site assessment, environmental remediation, development, redevelopment, construction 
and reconstruction of lands and buildings for rehabilitation purposes or for the provision of energy 
efficient uses, buildings, structures, works, improvements or facilities” (emphasis added).  

The word rehabilitation is emphasized above because it is important in understanding the definition of 
eligible costs.  While the term ‘rehabilitation’ is not defined in the Planning Act, it is generally understood 
to mean the restoration of something back to its former capacity.  By this definition, ‘rehabilitation’ would 
therefore not apply to lands that have not previously been developed, or greenfield areas (i.e., lands 
located outside of the built-up area, as identified by the Province in 2006).  Consequently, this section of 
the Planning Act does not generally allow for CIP tools to be applied to greenfield areas, unless for the 
provision of energy efficient uses, buildings, structures, etc. 

Finally, Section 28 (7.3) states that the total of the grants and loans that is provided in respect of the lands 
and buildings shall not exceed the eligible cost of the community improvement project with respect to 
those lands and buildings. 

Upper-tier Participation  

An upper-tier municipality can contribute financially to CIP programs adopted by its local municipalities. 
Section 28 (7.2) of the Planning Act states: 

“The council of an upper-tier municipality may make grants or loans to the council of a lower-tier 
municipality and the council of a lower-tier municipality may make grants or loans to the council of the 
upper-tier municipality, for the purpose of carrying out a community improvement plan that has come 
into effect, on such terms as to security and otherwise as the council considers appropriate, but only if the 
official plan of the municipality making the grant or loan contains provisions relating to the making of 
such grants or loans.” 

This means that the Region of Waterloo can participate financially in a CIP adopted and implemented by 
one or more of its local municipalities, including Wellesley, subject to having required Official Plan 
policies in place (which is the case – as discussed in Section 3.0 of this Report). 

Additional Legislation 

Planning Act  

Outside of Section 28, municipalities also use provisions from Section 69 of the Planning Act (related to 
establishing tariffs of fees in respect to planning and building) as part of community improvement plans.  
Under Section 69(2), Municipalities are permitted to reduce the amount of, or waive entirely, the 
requirement for the payment of a fee in respect of an application where the Council, planning board or 
committee is satisfied that it would be unreasonable to require payment; however, it is noted that a CIP is 
not required as a basis for implementing this tool.  Alternatively, a municipality can collect fees and then 
provide a partial or total rebate of fees in the form of a grant, but this must be done through a CIP. 
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Development Charges Act 

In addition to the range of community improvement tools established by the Planning Act, Section 5 of 
the Development Charges Act allows a Municipality (through its development charge by-law) to provide 
for full or partial development charge exemptions for certain types of development.  This tool is often 
incorporated into municipal CIPs; however, again, a CIP is not required to use it. 

Municipal Act 

Finally, Section 365.1 of the Municipal Act enables Municipalities to implement the Brownfields Financial 
Tax Incentive Program, which is intended to bring brownfields back into productive use. Under this 
program, municipalities may pass by-laws providing for the cancellation of all or a portion of the taxes for 
municipal purposes levied on eligible properties for which a phase two environmental site assessment has 
been conducted.  The Province shares in the cost of the program by funding the education portion of the 
property tax relief.   

Similarly, Section 365.2 enables municipalities to implement the Heritage Property Tax Relief Program. 
The program encourages the maintenance and conservation of locally designated heritage properties by 
allowing Municipalities to pass a by-law to provide tax relief (10 to 40 per cent) to owners of eligible 
heritage properties, subject to agreement to protect the heritage features of their property. The Province 
also shares in the cost of the program by funding the education portion of the property tax relief.  It is 
noted that a CIP is not required to implement this tax relief program; however, it is only available to 
heritage properties that are designated under the Ontario Heritage Act.2 

For the Township of Wellesley CIP project, all the legislative requirements described 
above will be met.  For more detailed information regarding the information above, the 
reader should refer to the legislation referenced.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
                                                      
2 Grants and loans for heritage restoration and improvement can also be provided to properties that are not 
designated by using tools from Section 28 of the Planning Act. 

Figure 5: CIPs can provide grants to help beautify existing buildings. 
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3 Planning Policy Context  

There are several planning documents that apply to the Township, which provide support for the 
development of a CIP for the ‘core areas’ of Wellesley and St. Clements, including: 

 The Provincial Policy Statement (2014); 

 The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2006); 

 The Region of Waterloo Official Plan (2009); and 

 The Township of Wellesley Official Plan (2013). 

These documents are discussed below with a focus on supporting policies, and policies that will guide the 
development of a CIP for the Township.  Throughout this section, key policy directions that can 
inform the development of a CIP in Wellesley are highlighted in bold, italicized text.  

The Provincial Policy Statement  

As a key part of Ontario’s policy-led planning system, the 2014 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides 
direction on matters of provincial interest related to land use planning and development and sets the 
foundation for regulating the development and use of land. There are several PPS policies that can be 
supported by community improvement planning, and they are summarized in Table 2 below, with 
comments on how they apply to the Township’s CIP project. 

Table 2: PPS Policies that can be Supported by a CIP in Wellesley 

PPS Policy Comments 

1.1.3.1 Settlement areas shall be the focus of growth 
and development, and their vitality and 
regeneration shall be promoted. 

 

 The PPS supports initiatives that promote the 
vitality and regeneration of settlement areas.   

 Wellesley’s CIP can promote such efforts in 
Wellesley and St. Clements. 

 In the future, other Settlement Areas could be 
subject to a CIP, where appropriate. 

1.7.1 Long-term economic prosperity should be 
supported by: 

a) promoting opportunities for economic 
development and community investment-readiness;  

c) maintaining and, where possible, enhancing the 
vitality and viability of downtowns and main streets; 

 Wellesley’s CIP can focus on supporting the 
economic prosperity of the Township by helping 
to facilitate economic growth and enhancing 
Wellesley and St. Clements. 

 In the future, other Settlement Areas could be 
subject to a CIP, where appropriate. 

 1.2.1 A coordinated, integrated and comprehensive 
approach should be used when dealing with 
planning matters within municipalities, across 
lower, single and/or upper-tier municipal 
boundaries, and with other orders of government, 
agencies and boards including: 

b) economic development strategies; 

 The PPS supports coordination between upper 
and lower-tier municipalities.   

 There is an opportunity to coordinate 
community improvement efforts with the Region 
of Waterloo. 

The creation of a CIP to provide for the vitality, regeneration, and economic prosperity of 
Wellesley and St. Clements is supported by the Provincial Policy Statement. 
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The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe 

In 2006, the Province issued Places to Grow: A Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, which 
provides a framework for building stronger, prosperous communities and better managing growth. The 
Plan (as amended in 2013) anticipates growth in the GGH of up to an additional 3.7 million people by 
2031, and requires the more efficient use of land and infrastructure to accommodate new growth. 

The Region of Waterloo, and therefore the Township of Wellesley, is subject to the Growth Plan. For the 
Region specifically, the Growth Plan projects a total population of approximately 729,000 by the year 
2031, which represents an increase of approximately 38 percent over the region’s population in 20093.  

In addition to population projections that the Region and Township are required to Plan for, there are 
also several key Growth Plan policies that can be supported by community improvement planning, and 
they are summarized in Table 3 below, with comments on how they apply to the Township’s CIP project. 

Table 3: Growth Plan Policies that can be Supported by a CIP in Wellesley 

Growth Plan Policy Comments 

2.2.2.1 Population and employment growth will be 
accommodated by: 

a) directing a significant portion of new growth to 
the built-up areas of the community through 
intensification 

h) encouraging cities and towns to develop as 
complete communities with a diverse mix of land 
uses, a range and mix of employment and housing 
types, high quality public open space and easy 
access to local stores and services 

 The Growth Plan directs population and 
employment growth to existing built-up areas.  
The Township’s CIP can help encourage 
intensification in built-up areas, in accordance 
with the Township’s Official Plan and growth 
management policies. 

 The Growth Plan also encourages the 
development of complete communities.  The 
Township’s CIP can contribute to making the 
core areas more ‘complete’ by: encouraging the 
development of certain forms of housing; 
supporting new business development; retaining 
existing businesses; and improving public open 
spaces. 

 2.2.9.1 Rural settlement areas are key to the vitality 
and economic well-being of rural communities. 
Municipalities are encouraged to plan for a variety 
of cultural and economic opportunities within rural 
settlement areas to serve the needs of rural residents 
and area businesses. 

 The Growth Plan recognizes that Rural 
Settlement Areas have an important economic 
function, which can be supported and enhanced 
by a CIP, in accordance with the Township’s 
Official Plan and growth management policies. 

The Township’s CIP can encourage intensification of existing built-up areas and the 
creation of more complete communities in accordance with the Growth Plan and local 
planning policies. 

  

                                                      
3 According to the 2031A population forecast as contained in Schedule 3 of the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe.  Longer term population forecasts are also provided in Schedule 3, which anticipate an increase to 
835,000 residents in the Region of Waterloo by 2041. 
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The Regional Official Plan 

The Waterloo Regional Official Plan (ROP) is a guiding document for the Region that directs growth and 
change throughout Waterloo for the next 20 years.  It implements both the Provincial Policy Statement, as 
well as the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe.   Chapter 2 of the ROP provides population 
and employment growth projections for local municipalities (based on projections from the Growth Plan) 
and states that they will be used as the basis for planning and growth management.  For the Township of 
Wellesley (as a whole), the ROP projects an increase of approximately 2,400 people by 2041 (for a total of 
12,500 people) and an increase of 1,010 jobs by 2041 (for a total of 4,300 jobs).   

The ROP also sets out a Planned Community Structure for the Region’s communities, and outlines the 
detailed policies for accommodating growth within this structure.  The Planned Community Structure 
applies to the Township of Wellesley as follows: 

 The Settlement Area of Wellesley is designated as ‘Township Urban Area’ and is intended to serve 
as the primary focus for growth in the Township to 2031 (Section 2.B.5).  It is also identified as a 
focal point for ‘reurbanization’4; and 

 The remaining Settlement Areas in the Township (i.e., Bamberg, Dorking, Kingwood, Paradise 
Lake, Crosshill, Hawkesville, Heidelberg, Linwood, St. Clements, and Wallenstein) are recognized 
as ‘Rural Settlement Areas’, which provide opportunities for living and working in the Region’s 
countryside, and for playing a key role in the economic health and vitality of the Township 
(Section 6.G.1).  

The ROP directs most future growth and reurbanization to the ‘Township Urban Area’ of 
Wellesley.  It also recognizes the economic role of ‘Rural Settlement Areas’, like St. 
Clements, in supporting the Region’s Countryside.    

 

  

                                                      

4 The ROP defines ‘reurbanization’ as: 

 Infill: new development on formerly vacant land;  

 Intensification: an expansion in the use of an existing structure or structures that serves to 

increase the density on a site;  

 Adaptive reuse: a change in the use of a structure, typically from commercial/industrial to 

residential, that results in greater density; and  

 Redevelopment: the wholesale change or conversion of an area, often involving some form of 

land assembly and/or demolition, which results in significantly higher density than existed 

previously. 

Figure 6: Map 3d of the Regional Official Plan 

designates the Settlement Area of Wellesley 

as a ‘Township Urban Area’. 
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In addition to the above policies, which provide a framework for managing growth and development in 
the Township, there are also several key ROP policies that provide direction for community improvement 
planning by local municipalities, and they are summarized in Table 4 below. 

Table 4: ROP Policies for Community Improvement Planning in the Local Municipalities 

ROP Policy Comments 

 2.G.9 Area Municipalities will establish policies in 
their official plans and, where appropriate, 
Community Improvement Plans and other 
implementation tools that promote the development 
of previously developed land, such as brownfield sites 
and greyfield sites located throughout the Urban 
Area and Township Urban Areas. 

 The ROP requires local municipalities to 
implement policies that will enable the 
development of CIPs and promote 
redevelopment/reurbanization. (The Township 
of Wellesley currently has such policies in 
place, as discussed later in this section of the 
report.) 

10.B.8 The Region may provide grants, loans or other 
assistance as Regional Council deems appropriate for 
the purposes of carrying out programs as described 
in Area Municipal Community Improvement Plans. 

 The Region has policies in place that allow it to 
participate in local municipal CIPs.  The Region 
could participate financially in grant and loan 
programs through the Township’s CIP. 

The Township’s CIP project is consistent with ROP policies for local municipal CIPs.  The 
ROP also has policies that enable the Region to participate financially in the Township’s 
CIP. 

Township of Wellesley Official Plan 

In 2013, Township Council updated its Official Plan to bring it into conformity with the current ROP, the 
Provincial Policy Statement, and the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe.  The Township 
Official Plan identifies a Planned Township Structure, which is consistent with the Region’s Planned 
Community Structure and includes: 

1. The ‘Wellesley Urban Area’; and 

2. 10 ‘Rural Settlement Areas’. 

Per Section 2.1, the ‘Wellesley Urban Area’ is intended to accommodate a broad range and mix of land 
uses and serve as the primary focus for population and employment growth in the Township to the year 
2031. Future development within this designation will occur within Wellesley’s built-up area through 
reurbanization.   

Per Section 2.2, ‘Rural Settlement Areas’ include the Township’s smaller settlement areas that generally 
comprise a limited mix of land uses serving primarily the local community and will experience limited 
growth and change in the future (largely due to servicing constraints).  Section 2.8 of the Official Plan 
identifies the following two classifications of Rural Settlement Areas: 

 Residential Settlements, which are predominantly rural non-farm related residential subdivisions 
without accompanying service, commercial or industrial facilities.  They include: Bamberg, 
Dorking, Kingwood, and Paradise Lake. 

 Service Settlements, which are predominantly rural non-farm related residential areas with 
limited commercial, industrial, institutional uses, which service the surrounding agricultural 
community.  They include: Crosshill, Hawkesville, Heidelberg, Linwood, St. Clements, and 
Wallenstein.   
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Wellesley and St. Clements are the largest Settlement Areas in the Township, with the 
greatest concentration of commercial uses, and have therefore been identified as the 
focus of the Township’s CIP.     

In addition to the above policies, the Township’s Official Plan provides direction for community 
improvement planning, as summarized in Table 5 below. 

Table 5: Community Improvement Policies in the Township Official Plan 

Official Plan Policy Comments 

1.6   GOALS  

g) To promote the implementation of community 
improvement by way of the maintenance, rehabilitation, 
and redevelopment of the physical environment in a 
coordinated and fiscally prudent manner while having 
regard to improvements to the economic potential and 
social environment 

 It is a goal of the Township Staff to 
implement community improvement 
tools and improve the physical, 
economic, and social environment of the 
Township of Wellesley. 

Figure 7: Map 2 of the Township Official Plan (Planned Township Structure) 
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Official Plan Policy Comments 

5.1.1 Council may pass a by-law to designate part of, or the 
entire township, as a Community Improvement Project 
Area in accordance with Section 28 of the Planning Act. 
Within a designated Community Improvement Project 
Area, Council may prepare and adopt a Community 
Improvement Plan to promote maintenance, rehabilitation, 
revitalization, remediation and/or conservation of selected 
lands, buildings, and/or communities. 

 Through this policy, the Township can 
designate a community improvement 
project area and then prepare a CIP, in 
accordance with the Planning Act.  

5.1.2 Council will consider the characteristics of an area to 
be designated for community improvement. A Community 
Improvement Project Area will have one or more of the 
following characteristics:  

a. the presence of conflicting land uses;  
b. the presence of buildings in need of renovation, 

rehabilitation, improvement, or replacement; 
c. deficiencies in terms of open spaces, parks, 

community facilities or landscaping;  
d. a significant deterioration of infrastructure; 

and/or, 
e. deficiencies in terms of flood protection. 

 This policy sets out a flexible set of 
criteria for designating a community 
improvement project area in the 
Township. 

 As part of the Township’s CIP project, a 
community improvement project area 
must be designated and must meet one or 
more of these characteristics. 

5.1.3 In order to provide for the rehabilitation of a 
Community Improvement Project Area with an approved 
Community Improvement Plan, Council may:  

a. acquire land within the community improvement 
project area and clear, grade or otherwise prepare 
the land for community improvement;  

b. construct, repair, rehabilitate or improve buildings 
on land that has been acquired by Council;  

c. sell, lease or otherwise dispose of land that has 
been acquired by Council;  

d. provide grants or loans to property and building 
owners within the Community Improvement 
Project Area;  

e. enforce by-laws and policies dealing with property 
maintenance; and,  

f. encourage the private sector and the public to 
become involved with initiatives in Community 
Improvement Project Areas. 

 Once a community improvement project 
area is designated, the Township can 
implement a wide range of rehabilitation 
options through a CIP, including the 
provision of grants and loans. 

5.1.4 The Township may provide grants, loans or other 
assistance as Township Council deems appropriate for the 
purposes of carrying out programs as described in Regional 
Community Improvement Plans. 

 This policy enables the Township to 
participate in any Regional CIPs prepared 
by the Region of Waterloo. 

The Township’s Official Plan has policies in place (as required by the Planning Act) that 
enable the creation of a CIP for Wellesley.  The policies are flexible and allow the 
Township CIP to address a wide range of physical, economic, and social needs and 
opportunities throughout the Township, as appropriate.  
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Other Local Plans/Strategies  

In recent years, the Township has undertaken some key strategic planning initiatives in support of 
community and economic development in Wellesley, including a Strategic Plan (2012), and a Community 
Parks, Recreation, and Culture Strategic Master Plan (2014).  It is noted that several common themes 
emerged from these initiatives with respect to improving the physical, recreational and business 
environment of Wellesley, including the following: 

 Planning for strategic growth; 

 Supporting new and existing local businesses; 

 Promoting downtown revitalization; and 

 Exploring and enhancing recreational opportunities. 

Notably, the Strategic Plan identified the following ‘strategic objective’ and ‘actions’, which specifically 
referenced the need for revitalization and the development of a CIP: 

Strategic Objective:  

 To explore ways of creating vibrant communities to attract and maintain local business and 
housing opportunities. 

 Actions: 

 Revitalize core areas through programs and partnerships with Township and upper tier 
government agencies. 

 Preparation of a community improvement plan for Wellesley and St. Clements. 

The preparation of a CIP for Wellesley is identified as an ‘action’ item in the Township’s 
2015-2019 Strategic Plan. 

 

  

Figure 8: The Township’s CIP can Help Attract and Maintain Local Business and Housing 

Opportunities 
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4 Needs and Opportunities Assessment 

A needs and opportunities assessment has been completed for the Settlement Areas of Wellesley and St. 
Clements to determine how they could be improved with respect to their vitality, regeneration, and 
economic prosperity.  The assessment has focused on the following: 

 Land uses and the Built Environment; 

 Views and Streetscapes; 

 Trails, Parks, and Recreational Facilitates; 

 Heritage Resources; and 

 Parking. 

The following sections present the findings of the assessment.  At the end of each topic is a 
summary of key findings and potential options for the development of a Township CIP. 

Land Uses and the Built Environment 

Wellesley 

Figure 9 was prepared to show existing land use designations (per the Township’s Official Plan) and 
zoning (per the Township of Wellesley Zoning By-law 28/2006) that apply to the Wellesley ‘Urban Area’.  
A discussion of the applicable policies, zoning regulations, and condition of the built/physical 
environment is also provided. 

Figure 9: Land Use Designations and Zones that Apply to the ‘Wellesley Urban Area’   

Urban Growth Centre 
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 Most lands in Wellesley are designated ‘Urban Residential’, where the predominant use of land is 
for housing and related residential uses (Section 2.7.6.1 of the Township Official Plan).  For the 
most part, ‘Urban Residential’ lands are also zoned ‘Urban Residential’ to permit a range of low 
density residential uses (i.e., single detached, semi-detached, and duplex dwelling units).   

Most ‘Urban Residential’ lands are currently developed and appear to be occupied, well 
maintained, and in good condition; however, several large parcels remain undeveloped and are 
designated greenfield areas (on Map 2A of the Township Official Plan).  

Many existing residential dwellings (particularly those surrounding the ‘Core Area’) appear to 
have some heritage value, and this is discussed later in the next section.  

Figures 10 and 11: Existing Residential Uses in Wellesley are Well-maintained and some 

(particularly around the ‘Core Area’) Appear to have Heritage Value. 

 Wellesley’s existing ‘Core Area’ occurs at the intersection of Queen’s Bush Road and Nafziger 
Road, and extends east/west along Queen’s Bush Road and north/south along Nafziger Road.  
Lands within the Core Area are designated ‘Urban Growth Centre’ by the Official Plan, and are 
intended to: 

o Accommodate additional population and compatible employment growth consistent with 
Wellesley’s traditional role as the focus for social, economic, and cultural activities in the 
township; and 

o Serve as focal points for investment in institutional and local human services as well as 
commercial, recreational, cultural and entertainment land uses (Section 2.7.5.1). 

Most lands within the ‘Urban Growth Centre’ are zoned ‘Urban Commercial’ by the Township 
Zoning By-law, and permit uses that are consistent with the ‘Urban Growth Centre’ designation, 
including a wide range of retail and service commercial uses, and residential uses – provided they 
are connected to and form an integral part of a commercial building and are located above, or to 
the rear of the first storey commercial use.   

However, it is also noted that some lighter industrial type uses (such as a contractor’s yard, 
motor vehicle service station, service shop, and printing establishment) are also permitted by the 
‘Urban Commercial’ zone, and may not be consistent with the Vision for the ‘Urban Growth 
Centre’ as set out in the Official Plan, or compatible with other existing uses. 
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Finally, while it would appear that all lands within the Wellesley ‘Urban Growth Centre’ are 
currently developed, some properties are underutilized or are occupied by vacant buildings, and 
have ‘reurbanization’ potential.  This includes the former Wellesley Mill and the existing 
Wellesley Cider Mill.   

Figure 12: There are Several Key Properties in the Wellesley ‘Urban Growth Centre’ that Have 

Potential for ‘Reurbanization’, including the Former Wellesley Mill. 
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With respect to the general condition of buildings in the ‘Urban Growth Centre’, the majority 
appear to be occupied and well-maintained.  Many buildings (including the former Mill) appear 
to have some heritage value.  There are several examples of properties that may have recently 
undergone building, façade, and signage improvements, and contribute to an over-all active, 
vibrant, and unique ‘main street’ environment.  There are also examples of properties that could 
also benefit from these types of building and property improvements in the future. 

Figure 13: Many Properties in the Wellesley Appear to be Occupied, Well-Maintained, and 

Contribute to an Over-all Active, Vibrant, and Unique Main Street Environment. 

 There are several properties designated ‘Institutional’ with the Wellesley ‘Urban Area’, which are 
intended to accommodate various forms of public and private schools, places of worship, 
community centres, libraries, museums, cemeteries, cultural facilities, and similar community 
oriented uses providing a public or quasi-public service (Section 2.10.1 of the Official Plan).  
These properties are also zoned ‘Institutional’ and permit uses that are consistent with the 
Official Plan.   

Institutional properties in Wellesley are currently occupied by schools, places of worship, a 
library, and the Wellesley Community Centre/arena.  Most of these properties are well-
maintained and provide an important social and cultural function to the Wellesley Urban Area 
and Township.  Some may have heritage value.  However, some properties/buildings (i.e., the 
Wellesley Community Centre/arena) could benefit from some significant building and property 
improvements/renewal, or may have ‘reurbanization’ potential. 

 There are also several properties in the Wellesley ‘Urban Area’ that are designated ‘Light 
Industrial/Commercial’ by the Official Plan, and permit the following: 

o Light industrial uses including office uses and small-scale, self-contained industrial uses 
that produce and/or store a product where there is a low probability of fugitive emissions 
(Section 2.7.8.2); and  
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o Commercial uses, excluding retail outlets (that provide for day-to-day retail shopping 
needs normally found in the Urban Growth Centre) and larger retail uses such as 
shopping centres (Section 2.7.8.3). 

The ‘Urban Commercial’ zone (as discussed above in the context of the ‘Urban Growth Centre’ 
designation) also applies to lands designated ‘Light Industrial/Commercial’.  This zone permits 
light industrial uses (such as a contractor’s yard, motor vehicle service station, service shop, and 
printing establishment) and service commercial uses. It also permits many uses that provide for 
day-to-day retail shopping needs (such as a bakery, personal service shop, restaurant, and retail 
store), which may not be consistent with the land use vision as set out in the Official Plan. 

While it would appear that all lands designated ‘Light Industrial/Commercial’ are currently 
developed, in some cases, certain properties may be underutilized and could have 
‘reurbanization’ potential, or could benefit from improvements to buildings, parking, and 
landscaping. 

 Finally, lands designated ‘Open Space’ are a significant asset to the Wellesley ‘Urban Area’.  These 
lands run north/south through the Settlement Area following Firella Creek and surround the 
Wellesley Pond, another valued and important attribute and public gathering space in Wellesley.  
These lands are also zoned ‘Open Space’, and permit uses such as parks, parking areas, 
recreational uses, conservation uses, fairgrounds, and agricultural uses.   

A more detailed assessment of open spaces in Wellesley is provided later in this report. 

It is also noted that a large property designated ‘Open Space’, located at the southern boundary of 
the settlement area is reportedly a known brownfield site. 

Figure 14: Lands designated Open Space are a Significant Asset to Wellesley. 
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St. Clements 

The same land use and built environment assessment was completed for the ‘Rural Settlement Area’ of St. 
Clements, as shown in Figure 15 below.  A discussion of the findings follows. 

Figure 15: Land Use Designations/Zones that Apply to the St. Clements ‘Rural Settlement Area’  

 Again, most lands in St. Clements are designated for residential uses.  The ‘Settlement 
Residential’ designation permits housing and related residential land uses such as home 
occupations and neighbourhood commercial uses (Section 2.8.2.1 of the Township Official Plan).  
For the most part, ‘Settlement Residential’ lands are also zoned ‘Settlement Residential’ to permit 
a range of low density residential uses (i.e., single detached, semi-detached, and duplex dwelling 
units).   

Most ‘Settlement Residential’ lands are currently developed and appear to be occupied, well 
maintained, and in good condition; however, several large parcels remain undeveloped. Many 
existing residential dwelling units (particularly those surrounding the ‘Settlement Core’) appear 
to have some heritage value, and this is discussed later in this report.  
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Figure 16: Existing Residential Uses in St. Clements are Well-maintained and some 

(particularly around the ‘Core Area’) Appear to have Heritage Value 

 The existing ‘Core Area’ in St. Clements occurs at the intersection of Lobsinger Line and Herrgott 
Road, and extends east/west along Lobsinger and north/south along Herrgott Road (except for 
the northwest quadrant, which is designated ‘Institutional’).  These lands are designated 
‘Settlement Core’ by the Official Plan, and are intended to provide for a mix of residential, 
commercial, institutional and, limited dry industrial uses (Section 2.8.3.1). 

Most lands within the ‘Settlement Core’ are zoned ‘Settlement Commercial’ by the Township 
Zoning By-law, and permit uses that are consistent with the Official Plan designation, including a 
wide range of commercial, institutional, industrial, and residential uses – provided they are 
connected to and form an integral part of a commercial building and are located above, or to the 
rear of the first storey commercial use.   

However, it is noted that there are approximately 7 properties designated ‘Settlement Core’ by 
the Official Plan, yet zoned ‘Settlement Residential’, and thus, a limited number of uses are 
currently permitted on these properties, in accordance with the zoning by-law, compared to those 
permitted by the Official Plan. 

It would appear that all lands within the ‘Settlement Core’ are currently developed; however, 
some may have ‘reurbanization’ potential, including the property currently occupied by Herrgott 
Industries.  Most buildings are occupied and well-maintained and may have heritage value; 
however, some could benefit from building, façade, and signage improvements.   

Overall, although a much smaller ‘core area’ than Wellesley, St. Clements also offers an active, 
vibrant, and unique ‘main street’ environment.   
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Figure 17: Existing Commercial Uses in the ‘Settlement Core’ of St. Clements are Well-

maintained and Some Could Benefit from Facade, Signage, Landscaping, and Other 

Property Improvements (I.e., Outdoor Patios) 

 There are several properties designated and zoned for institutional uses within St. Clements.  
Several of these properties are located adjacent to the ‘Settlement Core’ area, including a school, 
place of worship, post office, and library.   The St. Clements Community Centre/arena is located 
within the Settlement Area; however, is somewhat disconnected from the core.  Some of these 
properties might be considered ‘underutilized’ including the St. Clements Branch library.  
However, most are well-maintained and provide an important social and cultural function to St. 
Clements and the Township.  

 Finally, there are also several properties in the St. Clements ‘Rural Settlement Area’ that are 
designated ‘Dry Industrial/Commercial’ by the Official Plan, which permit a range of light 
industrial and associated commercial and ancillary uses that do not require significant quantities 
of water or generate significant quantities of wastewater within their processes, and are deemed 
not to be obnoxious uses (Section 2.8.4.2).  Further, commercial uses that are not permitted in 
this designation include retail outlets (intended to that provide for day-to-day retail shopping 
needs) and larger retail uses such as shopping centres. 

Two of these ‘Dry Industrial/Commercial’ properties are in the eastern portion of the Settlement 
Area and are zoned ‘Settlement Commercial’, which may permit uses that are not consistent with 
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the Official Plan Designation (i.e., retail).  The remaining ‘Dry Industrial/Commercial’ properties 
are in the southern portion of the ‘Rural Settlement Area’, and comprise the St. Clements 
Industrial Subdivision.  These lands are zoned ‘Dry Industrial’, which permit a range of uses that 
are consistent with those permitted by the Official Plan.  Some of these lands are currently vacant; 
however, those that are developed for dry industrial uses appear to be well-maintained.  

Summary of Findings 

Based on the analysis provided above for land uses and the built environment in Wellesley and St. 
Clements, the following table provides a summary of needs and opportunities, with comments on how 
they could be addressed through a CIP. 

Table 6: Summary of Land Use and Built Environment Needs, Opportunities, and Options for a CIP 

Assessment 
Findings 

Options for a CIP 
Wellesley St. Clements 

Residential 
Land Uses 
/Built Form  
 
 

 Most ‘Urban 
Residential’ lands 
are currently 
developed and 
appear to be 
occupied, well 
maintained, and in 
good condition 

 Most ‘Settlement 
Residential’ lands 
are currently 
developed and 
appear to be 
occupied, well 
maintained, and 
in good condition 

 None. 

Core Area 
Land 
Uses/Built 
Form 
 
 

 The Zoning By-law 
also permits light 
industrial type 
uses, which may 
not be compatible 
with other uses. 

 Some properties 
may be 
underutilized and 
have 
‘reurbanization 
potential’ 

 Some properties 
could benefit from 
façade, signage, 
building, property, 
and landscaping 
improvements 

 Zoning on some 
‘Settlement Core’ 
properties is more 
restrictive than in 
the Official Plan 

 Some properties 
may be 
underutilized and 
have 
‘reurbanization 
potential’ 

 Some properties 
could benefit from 
façade, signage, 
building, 
property, and 
landscaping 
improvements 

 Incentives could be made 
available to encourage: 
façade, signage, building, 
property, and landscaping 
improvements; and 
reurbanization  

 Township could identify 
‘Priority Sites’ for 
Reurbanization 

 Township could undertake 
zoning review for core areas  

Institution
al Land 
Uses/Built 
Form 
 
 

 Some 
properties/buildin
gs could benefit 
from some 
significant 
building and 
property 
improvements/ren
ewal, or may have 
‘reurbanization’ 
potential 

 Some properties 
may be 
underutilized and 
have 
‘reurbanization 
potential’ 

 

 Incentives could be made 
available to encourage: 
façade, signage, building, 
property, and landscaping 
improvements; and 
reurbanization  

 Township could identify 
‘Priority Sites’ for incentives 

 Township could 
improve/renew municipally 
owned lands 

Industrial 
Land 
Uses/Built 
Form 

 The Zoning By-law 
also permits retail 
type uses, which 
may not be 
consistent with the 
Official Plan or 

 Zoning on two 
‘Dry Industrial’ 
properties may 
not be consistent 
with the Official 
Plan 

 Incentives could be made 
available in Wellesley to 
encourage: façade, signage, 
building, property, and 
landscaping improvements; 
and reurbanization  
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Assessment Findings Options for a CIP 

compatible with 
other uses 

 Some properties in 
the ‘Light 
Industrial/Comme
rcial’ zone may be 
underutilized and 
have 
‘reurbanization 
potential’ 

 Township could identify 
‘Priority Sites’ for incentives 

 Township could undertake 
zoning review  

Open Space 
Land Uses  

 A large property 
designated ‘Open 
Space’, located at 
the southern 
boundary of the 
settlement area is 
reportedly a 
known brownfield 
site 

 Not applicable   Incentives could be made 
available in Wellesley to 
encourage the remediation 
and redevelopment of 
brownfields 

 Brownfield site could be 
identified as a ‘Priority’ site 
for incentives 

Heritage Resources 

As noted in the previous section, in both the Settlement Areas of Wellesley and St. Clements, there are 
many residential, commercial, and former industrial buildings that appear to have some heritage features 
or characteristics, which may warrant protection.  The following is a more detailed discussion. 

Cultural heritage resource may be built heritage resources (buildings, bridges, or structures) or cultural 
heritage landscapes (defined areas of significance such as whole neighbourhoods, parks or open spaces 
and rural areas). Cultural heritage resources contribute to a community’s history and identity, and are 
often important features that are protected through several planning tools. 

One way of recognizing cultural heritage value and conserving places is to designate properties under 
Municipal By-laws and the Ontario Heritage Act. Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act allows municipalities 
to designate individual properties, where a by-law protects the significant features of the property from 
alterations. Municipalities can also use a by-law to designate multiple properties in a neighbourhood or 
area as a Heritage Conservation District under Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act. With this type of 
designation, change to the area is managed with the creation of policies and guidelines affecting 
alterations, additions, and new construction.  

Municipalities may also list heritage resources on a Municipal Register. There are no formal protections 
on these properties, other than requiring owners to provide 60 day’s notice of intent to demolish, in which 
time a municipality may consider designation or other planning tools.  

Communities also often have potential cultural heritage resources, which have yet to be identified through 
a municipal inventory or designation, but may still have cultural heritage value.  

With respect to the Township’s current efforts at protecting cultural heritage resources, it is noted that: 

 Nine properties in the Township are designated under the Ontario Heritage Act; and 

 The Township does not currently have a Municipal Heritage Register.  

It is also noted that a study of cultural heritage landscapes in Wellesley Township is anticipated to begin 
in 2017, by graduate students at the Heritage Resource Centre at the University of Waterloo, with 
guidance by the Region of Waterloo. 
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Wellesley 

Three of the Township’s designated heritage properties are located within Wellesley, and include:  

 the former Queen’s Hotel at 215 Queen’s Bush Road;  

 the former Schoolhouse #16 at 1137 Henry Street (now the public library); and  

 the Reiner/Schmehl House at 1063 Doering Street.  

As shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20, the former Queen’s Bush Hotel is a two storey stone and brick 
building built in 1855. The former schoolhouse is a two and one half storey brick building built in 1898. 
The Reiner/Schmehl House is a two storey brick and wood house built in 1867. 

Wellesley’s heritage resources demonstrate the use of local historic materials, such as stone and brick and 
are representative of vernacular architectural design or influence of architectural styles including 
Georgian, Gothic Revival, Second Empire, Italianate and Queen Anne Revival. Many older buildings have 
been modified over time with new materials or additions, but still retain a historic character. 

Figures 18,19, and 20: The Queen’s Bush Hotel, Library/Former School, and Reiner/Schmehl House 

   

In addition to the above designated heritage properties in Wellesley, there are several properties of 
interests in the community that were recorded as part of a “Historic Neighbourhood Survey” under the 
direction of Peter John Stokes at the University of Waterloo in the early 1980s. The survey includes 
residential buildings along David Street, Doering Street, Henry Street, Lawrence Street, Molesworth 
Road, Nafziger Road, and Queen’s Bush Road. The survey does not evaluate the properties for heritage 
value, but records details about the building type and notable features. The study may be a starting point 
for future studies that identify or evaluate cultural heritage values of additional properties in Wellesley.  
Figure 21 below documents the location of designated heritage buildings in Wellesley, as well as those 
identified as part of the “Historic Neighbourhood Survey”. 

Figure 21: Heritage/Cultural Heritage Resources in Wellesley  
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St. Clements 

There are currently no designated properties in St. Clements; however, there appear to be several historic 
buildings that may have potential cultural heritage value, including residential buildings, commercial 
buildings, and former industrial buildings. These buildings are primarily found in the urban core areas of 
the community, or along main roads leading into the commercial core.  

Like Wellesley, these buildings demonstrate the use of local historic materials, such as stone and brick 
and are representative of vernacular architectural design or influence of architectural styles including 
Georgian, Gothic Revival, Second Empire, Italianate and Queen Anne Revival. Many older buildings have 
been modified over time with new materials or additions, but still retain a historic character. 

Summary of Findings 

Based on the analysis provided above for heritage resource, the following table provides a summary of 
needs and opportunities, with comments on how they could be addressed through a CIP. 

Table 7: Summary Heritage Resources, Needs, Opportunities, and Options for a CIP 

Assessment 
Findings 

Options for a CIP 
Wellesley St. Clements 

Designated 
Heritage 
Resources  
 
 

 Three of the 
Township’s 
designated 
heritage 
properties are 
located within the 
Settlement Area of 
Wellesley. 

 There are no 
designated 
heritage 
properties in 
St. Clements. 

 The Township could establish 
a Heritage Property Tax Relief 
Program for designated 
heritage properties across the 
Township (refer to the 
discussion of Municipal Act 
tools on page 7 of this Report); 
however, a CIP is not required 
to do so. 

Other 
Potential 
Heritage 
Resources 
 
 

 There are 
residential, 
commercial, and 
former industrial 
buildings that 
appear to have 
some heritage 
value and may 
warrant 
protection. 

 Many buildings 
were recorded as 
part of a “Historic 
Neighbourhood 
Survey” in the 
1980’s. 

 There are 
residential and 
commercial 
buildings that 
appear to have 
some heritage 
value and may 
warrant 
protection. 

 Incentives could be made 
available for designated 
heritage buildings, to help 
restore facades with original 
materials, i.e. masonry or 
windows.  This would 
encourage the protection of 
resources, rather than the 
replacement of features. 

 The Township could undertake 
a Township-wide Master 
Heritage Study to identify a 
Township-wide vision and 
goals for heritage conservation 
and management. 

Figures 22, 23, 24: Examples of Non-Designated Buildings in the Community with Heritage Character 
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Views and Streetscapes 

The impression visitors take away from a community can be shaped by their experience driving or walking 
through it. As they drive or walk, visitors experience views and form a series of visual images in their 
mind—either positive or negative—which in turn influence their overall impression of the place. This 
impression can influence whether they decide to return in the future. 

We can shape the outcome of these visitor impressions through streetscape design techniques that affect 
how visitors (and locals) see and experience the built community. Views to significant features can be 
emphasized, while less desirable views can be screened or minimized through visual distractions.  

By giving a community a more structured form, we also influence how its inhabitants experience it. A 
more aesthetically pleasing community fosters local pride and encourages further beautification and 
improvement efforts. This in return can promote the cultural economy by improving local shopping 
experiences and promoting tourism by making Wellesley and St. Clements a destination or an attractive 
stop-over for activities such as dining or shopping. 

Wellesley and St. Clements 

Views and Streetscapes in the core areas of St. Clements and Wellesley were reviewed to observe and 
record existing conditions, streetscape composition, key vantage points and opportunities for 
improvements.  The following observations were made: 

 The drive into the core areas of St. Clements and Wellesley is of a very high and attractive scenic 
quality, especially because of the pastoral/rural character of the Township5. 

 The scenic quality of the urban form within core areas combines a mixture of commercial, 
residential, institutional, and light industrial uses.   

 In some cases, the mix of the industrial land uses within the core areas creates detrimental views.  
For example, the proximity of an automotive service shop (with outdoor storage) to picnic and 
viewing areas abutting Wellesley Pond is not desirable.   

 Generally, the views within the cores areas are attractive, the building massing and consistent 
setbacks maintain a human scale.  The residential elements maintain an urban canopy and 
grassed front yards maintain a “green” feel to the urban cores. 

 However, there is a lack of a consistent arrangement to the streetscape within the core areas, such 
as grassed or treed boulevards, curbs, and sidewalks. These elements could be united in a more 
cohesive form, both functionally (walkways, connectivity, and parking) and aesthetically. 

 The urban core of Wellesley has some street furnishings that improve the functionality of 
businesses in the urban core, such as public benches and trash receptacles; however, such 
furnishings are lacking in St. Clements. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
5 A better state of well-being for the traveler is a well-documented and researched emotional response to the 

rural/pastoral and natural landscape, and may be experienced by visitors to the Township. 
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Figures 25 and 26: Street Furniture and Planters in Wellesley.  

 

Figure 27: Streetscape Showing Rolled Curb with Street Side Parking but no Grassed Boulevard.  
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Summary of Findings 

The following recommendations outline techniques to improve the driving and walking experience in both 
St. Clements and Wellesley, which could be implemented through the CIP. 

Table 8: Summary of Land Use and Built Environment Needs, Opportunities, and Options for a CIP 

Assessment 
Findings 

Options for a CIP 
Wellesley St. Clements 

Views 
 
 

 Views along main streets heading 
into the core areas are of a very 
high and attractive scenic quality 

 Industrial components within the 
core areas creates detrimental 
views 

 Views within the cores areas are 
attractive, the building massing 
and consistent setbacks maintain 
a human scale 

 The Township could incorporate 
gateway features to enhance views 
into the core areas 

 Incentives could be made available 
to encourage public art 
installations, which could 
create/contribute to a positive 
visitor impression 

 The Township could also 
implement public art/visual 
buffers to act as a distraction from 
detrimental views in public spaces  

 Design guidelines can be 
established which can help 
maintain and enhance views 
within core areas 

Streetscapes 
 
 

 There is a lack 
of a consistent 
arrangement to 
the streetscape 
within the core 
areas 

 There are street 
furnishings 
that improve 
the 
functionality of 
businesses in 
the urban core 

 There is a lack 
of a 
consistent 
arrangement 
to the 
streetscape 
within the 
core areas  

 Street 
furnishings 
are lacking  

 The Township could implement 
improvements to enhance 
streetscapes, such as: 
o grassed boulevards (where it 

does not conflict with desired 
commercial foot traffic and 
parking);  

o consistent street tree plantings 
and shrub/flower beds 
including enhanced tree 
planting details to support the 
urban canopy; 

o street furnishings that will 
improve both the aesthetics and 
functionality of businesses (i.e., 
public benches, bicycle racks, 
trash receptacles); 

o possible outdoor 
railings/fencing both 
permanent and temporary for 
outdoor eating/café areas 

o attractive paving to 
communicate pedestrian traffic 
and desired pedestrian 
crossings; 

o additional sidewalk locations 
and trails to ensure linkages for 
residents to commercial core, 
and to ensure all 
businesses/amenities are easily 
accessible by foot 
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Trails, Parks, and Recreational Facilities 

As previously noted in this report, parks and open spaces in the Township are a significant asset and offer 
important public gathering spaces in Wellesley, in particular.  Figures 28 and 29 below show where 
existing trails and open spaces occur within the Settlement Areas of Wellesley and St. Clements.  In 
addition, key recreational facilities in these areas include: 

 Wellesley Community Centre; 

 St. Clements Community Centre; 

 Albert Erb Community Centre; 

 Wellesley Pond Parkland; 

 Lawrence St. Playground Wellesley; and 

 Lion’s Park St. Clements. 

Figure 28: Trails and Open Spaces in Wellesley. 
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Figure 29: Trails and Open Spaces in St. Clements. 

It is noted that in 2014, the Township of Wellesley documented in detail the existing outdoor and 
recreational amenities in a Community Parks, Recreation, and Culture Strategic Master Plan.  The 
report provides an inventory and assessment of existing facilities, trends in Parks, Recreation, and 
Culture, and implementation strategy for key recommendations.   

Based on a review of the 2014 Master Plan, and through site visits and discussions with Township staff, it 
would appear that the recommendations of the report are being implemented in accordance with the 
identification of priorities.  

Therefore, it is recommended that Township staff continue to ensure adequate parking 
spaces, provision of amenities, and upkeep and improvements of public park and 
recreational amenities based on needs assessment of the Community Parks, Recreation, 
and Culture Strategic Master Plan July 2014 report.   

In addition, the following additional recommendations have been identified for consideration: 

 Park upgrades should focus on natural and locally sourced materials.   

 Park areas that can be left naturalized should be maximized to reduce maintenance costs and improve 
ecological function of the natural environment. 

 The Township could consider the scenic quality of the township, including the rural context, Wellesley 
Pond and create painting or photography nodes, such as shelters for artist, permanent easels to 
encourage Wellesley township as an attractive location for painting, sketching and photography.  By 
taking advantage of the scenic attributes of Wellesley, the Township might boost its cultural based 
economy. 
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Parking 

The happy medium between too much parking and too little parking is an on-going discussion in planning 
for parking in core areas.  Too little parking can be frustrating to retail customers, making it more 
attractive to shop outside of the downtown or core area.  However, too much parking can result in 
underutilized parking areas, poor urban aesthetic, and can decrease the land available for public spaces.  

Another common struggle with respect to parking in core areas is determining whether complaints about 
the availability of parking are a ‘perceived’ lack of parking, or an ‘actual’ lack of parking.  Parking in some 
cases may be only a perception because of several causes, including: 

 Distance of parking areas from core shopping areas; and/or 

 Poor parking signage and markings. 

In response to concerns expressed about the availability of parking in the core areas of Wellesley and St. 
Clements, Township staff have undertaken a parking count to determine inventories in both areas.  This 
information is presented below, along with a discussion of observations made within in each of the core 
areas with respect to these use of these parking areas. 

Wellesley 

Table 9 below shows a current inventory of parking spaces in the core area of Wellesley, and Figure 29 
shows where they are located. 

Table 9: Parking Inventory in Wellesley 

Type of parking Number of parking space 

On-street parking 175 

Off-street parking (private) 140 

Off-street parking (Township) 12 

Figure 30: Location of Parking Spaces in Wellesley. 
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Figure 31: Off-Street Parking spaces in the Wellesley Lot are not Marked, which Results in the Less 

than Optimal use of Existing Spaces. 

 

Figure 32: Off-Street Private Parking spaces in the St. Clements are also not Marked, which Results 

in the Less than Optimal use of Existing Spaces. 
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In addition to the above, off-street parking spaces (Township owned) are available outside the core area at 
the Wellesley Recreation Complex (243 spaces) and at the Wellesley Library (30 spaces).  

When completing a tour of the Wellesley core area, the following preliminary observations were made 
with respect to these parking areas: 

 Private off-street parking appears to be limited; 

 Certain areas of the core appear to have an under-supply of parking because existing on-street 
spaces are frequently occupied, such as the intersection of Nafzifer Road and Maple Leaf Street, 
and along Nafziger Road, north of Queens Bush Road; 

 On-street parking is not signed/delineated, also resulting in less than optimal use of these spaces; 

 Parking spaces in the public parking lot on Nafziger Road (in front of Maple Leaf Street) are not 
clearly delineated, which results in the less than optimal use of this lot; 

 These is a lack of signage/wayfinding to inform drivers exactly where parking is authorized; and 

 There are no existing time limits to on-street parking. 

St. Clements 

Table 10 below also shows a current inventory of parking spaces in the core area of St. Clements, and 
Figure 30 shows where they are located. 

Table 10: Parking inventory St. Clements 

Type of parking Number of parking space 

On-street parking (no limit)* 24 

On-street parking (15 min. limit)* 15 

Off-street parking (private) 136 

*The on-street parking spaces on Herrgott Rd were not taken into consideration. 

Figure 33: Location of Parking Spaces in St. Clements.  
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Furthermore, off-street parking spaces (Township owned) are available outside the core area at the St-
Clements Recreation Centre (133 spaces). 

When completing a tour of the St. Clements core area, the following preliminary observations were made 
with respect to these parking areas: 

 Private, off-street parking spaces appear to be frequently occupied, including those located at the 
rear of the CIBC building (at Lobsinger Line and Herrgott Road); 

 Private, off-street parking spaces are not delineated/marked, resulting in less than optimal use of 
these spaces; 

 On-street parking spaces are not delineated/marked, resulting in less than optimal use of these 
spaces; 

 There is an existing time limit of 15 minutes for on-street parking, which is signed. 

Summary of Findings 

The following recommendations outline techniques to improve the driving and walking experience in both 
St. Clements and Wellesley, which could be implemented through the CIP. 

Table 11: Summary of Land Use and Built Environment Needs, Opportunities, and Options for a 

CIP 

Assessment 
Findings 

Options for a CIP 
Wellesley St. Clements 

Public (on- 
and Off-
Street) 
Parking 
Spaces 
 
 

 Both on and off-
street public 
parking is 
available. 

 Certain spaces 
appear to be used 
more frequently 
than others, 
giving the 
impression of an 
undersupply in 
these areas. 

 Parking spaces 
are not 
delineated/ 
marked, 
resulting in less 
than optimal use. 

 There is no 
existing 
wayfinding or 
time limits for 
parking. 

 There is no off-
street public 
parking available. 

 On-street public 
parking appears 
to be frequently 
available.  These 
spaces are not 
marked, but 
signed to indicate 
time limits. 

 The Township optimize off-
street public parking spaces 
in the Wellesley lot by: 
o Properly delineating 

parking spaces; 
o Changing the 

configuration of the 
parking lot allowing a 
one-way movement. One 
access to the parking lot 
would only be for 
entering the lot and the 
second access would 
only be for existing the 
lot. This may allow the 
Township to narrow the 
current access and add a 
few additional parking 
spaces. 

 The Township could 
optimize on-street parking 
by: 
o Implementing markings 

to delineate parking 
spaces; 

o Implementing 
coordinated signage and 
wayfinding to help 
ensure that spaces are 
utilized at a more 
constant rate, rather 
than focusing demand 
on preferred spaces.; 
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Assessment Findings Options for a CIP 

o Impose a time limit to 
on-street parking, in 
certain areas of 
Wellesley, to promote 
turnovers. 

Private 
Parking 
Spaces 
 
 

 Private, off-street 
parking appears 
to be limited. 

 Private, off-street 
parking spaces 
appear to be 
frequently 
occupied. 

 Financial incentives could 
be made available to assist 
landowners with improving 
and optimizing their 
current parking lot with 
proper configuration, clear 
markings, signage, and 
reserved parking for 
employees. 

 

 

It is noted that these options are based only on the preliminary review of parking based on counts 
provided by Township staff and observations made during site visits.  However, to better understand the 
issues in parking in Wellesley and St. Clements, and eventually, have better-targeted recommendations, 
the Township could undertake a more detailed parking study involving public and stakeholder consultations, 

a review of the existing Township parking standards and standards of other municipalities/industry standards, as well 

as site-specific parking utilization surveys at peak/off-peak times.   
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5 Consultation 

Phase One Events  

Stakeholder and public consultation has been undertaken as part of Phase One of the CIP project, to 
better understand the local needs and opportunities for community improvement. The following 
consultation events were held: 

 A Stakeholder Workshop was held on Tuesday, October 25th, 2016 as part of the Phase One 
consultation efforts for the CIP project.  The workshop was attended by 10 participants made up 
of: local stakeholders and business representatives from both Wellesley and St. Clements, elected 
officials, and Regional Staff. 

 A Public Information Session/Workshop for the Wellesley CIP was held on Wednesday, 
October 26th, 2016 at the Wellesley Community Centre. Approximately 30 people attended this 
session, including local property and business owners, interested members of the public, and 
elected officials. 

The purpose of the workshop and public session was to: 

1. Introduce the project, process, and goals; 

2. Provide an overview of community improvement planning and some of the tools that can be 
implemented through a CIP; 

3. Discuss local issues and needs as well as opportunities for improvement in the areas of interest; 
and, 

4. Explore local priorities and opportunities to apply tools locally. 

Figure 34: A Public Information Session/Workshop was Held on October 26, 2016. 
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Summary of Input and Key Themes 

In both consultation events, the stakeholders and public were asked to answer questions regarding their 
communities. They were also invited to submit comments regarding the project. The following is a 
summary of the ideas and input obtained during the Stakeholder Workshop and Public Information 
Centre. 

Creating a Vision for Community Improvement  

Workshop and Public Information participants were asked to identify words or phrases that characterized 
their communities as they exist today along with their vision for how the community could be improved 
over the next 10 to 15 years. Respondents provided the following words and phrases: 

Table 12: Words Describing Wellesley and St. Clements Today, and a Vision for the Future. 

Topic Wellesley St. Clements 

The community 
Today 

 
 

 Aesthetically pleasing 

 Peaceful community, quiet 

 Core is dynamic and changing 

 Safe – lots of police, teachers, etc.  

 Pond is being used regularly  

 Trails  

 Community gardens  

 Streetscape – benches, flowers  

 Rural-rooted (Farmers Market – 
enhance closeness to rural area) 

 Festival  

 Pretty, scenic 

 Unique 

 Growing, prosperous, 

 Heritage  

 Friendly, open, quaint 

 Aged  

 Alright  

 A drive-thru- nothing stopping  

 Dangerous  

 Blah 

 Not cohesive  

 Signage  

 Variety of opportunity for 
customers  

 Communal area 

 Parking challenges  

 No green space in downtown 

 Not accessible 

 Quiet, quaint 

 Tired 

Vision for the 
future of the 
Community 

 
 

 Pond restoration (Minor upgrades 
that don’t significantly change the 
pond area) 

 Trails  

 Upgrade signage  

 4-way stop implemented (Queens 
Bush and Nafziger) 

 Create visibility, opportunity for 
greenspace  

 Preserve community garden 

 Mill – preservation 

 Opportunities for redevelopment of 
vacant lots 

 Distinctive Core 

 Pretty 

 Visually Stunning 

 Improved Signage 

 A destination 

 Flowers 

 Parking 
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Identifying Needs and Opportunities for Improvement 

Participants were also asked to identify assets that could be promoted and enhanced over the next 5 to 10 
years along with the most important needs and opportunities for improving the community. The following 
table presents key themes and ideas for improvement: 

Table 13: Opportunities for Improvement in Wellesley and St. Clements 

Themes 
Needs and Opportunities 

Wellesley St. Clements 

Revitalization 
and 

Beautification 
 
 

 Revitalization of downtown 
buildings (façade and signage) – ex: 
art for buildings  

 Landscape improvements (trees, 
gardens, greenspace, flowers, 
benches) 

 Heritage features 

 Revitalization of the Mill (stronger 
link with core area) 

 Pond Restoration/preservation 

 Grocery store (more significant than 
variety store) 

 Revitalization of buildings 
business + homes (façade, 
signage, etc.) 

 Landscape improvements (trees, 
greenspace) 

 Greenspace in downtown 

  

  

Walkability 
 
 

 Accessibility (ex: ramp) and 
walkability of downtown 

 More and safer sidewalks, 
pedestrian access 

 Connecting trails (all-year) + bike 
trails 

 Walkway around the pond 

 Trails & walkway (sidewalks, 
bike path) 

 Street furniture (benches) 

 Lighting on trails/sidewalks  

Roads, 
Intersections, 
and Parking 

 
 

 Traffic control/visibility at main 
intersection (Queens Bush and 
Nafziger) 

 Downtown Parking 

 Street signs (way finding) 

 Traffic safety: 

 Lobsinger/Herrgott: traffic 
signal or traffic lights 

 Slow truck traffic 

 Public parking + paved parking 

Housing 
 Housing in core area (affordable 

housing, rentals) 
 Senior/retirement housing 

 Affordable housing (+ rental 
housing) 

Redevelopment & 
Attracting People 

 Tourism & Promotion of businesses 

 Redevelopment vacant lots 

 Brownfield redevelopment 
incentives 

 Redevelopment of John Jacobs 
property 

 Extend services (sewer, water) to 
Leis and Schneider industrial to 
create more employment 
opportunities 

 Need to develop a distinctive 
core 
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Key Areas and Priority Sites 

Participants were also asked to comment on the specific areas of Wellesley and St. Clements that are in 
most need of community improvement and should be the focus of a CIP. Generally, respondents indicated 
locations within the community Core Areas. However, it was also suggested that the Township should 
consider applying the CIP to more of the Township’s ‘Rural Settlement Areas’, including Heidelberg. 

Specifically, respondents suggested that the CIP should include the following areas, where possible in 
accordance with the Planning Act: 

 Main intersections in both communities (i.e. traffic control, etc.) 

 Downtown parking areas 

 Main street streetscapes 

 Wellesley pond and parkland 

 Wellesley old mill 

 Public libraries 

 Commercial properties 

 Arenas and community centres/way-finding to these areas 

 Brownfield Sites 

Figure 35 and 36: Maps from the Stakeholder workshop and PIC Identifying Priority Sites/Areas 

     

Possible Tools, Actions, and Strategies 

Finally, participants of the Public Information Session were also asked to identify possible tools, actions, 
and strategies to help advance the revitalization and beautification of Wellesley and St. Clements. The 
following table presents a summary of input. 

Table 14: Possible Tools, Actions and Strategies Identified by Stakeholders and the Public 

Wellesley and  
St. Clements 

 Maintenance (e.g. Lion’s Park) 

 Façade and signage grant 

 Tails and paths (bike paths like iron horse trail) 

 Grant for landscape (trees, gardens, greenspaces) 

 Incentives for art work to downtown buildings 

 Accessibility (ex: ramps) 
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Wellesley and  
St. Clements 

 Grant for housing in core area 

 Encourage pride in buildings 

 More Heritage designations 

 Grant for multi-use conversion in downtown 

 Attract more people with additional activities 

 Grants for: 

o Renovations 

o Rentals house/affordable housing 

o Landscape improvements 

 

Figure 37: Stakeholders at the Workshop Discussing Local Needs and Opportunities 
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6 Options for a Township CIP 

Throughout this report, several key findings, and directions for the development a CIP are highlighted.  In 
Section 3.0, policies from the Regional and Township Official Plan provide direction for where 
Community Improvement Project Areas may be designated and the types of tools that can be 
implemented through a CIP.  In Section 4.0, key findings of several study area assessments are 
highlighted in tables, with comments on how a CIP could help address local needs and opportunities. 

Based on these key directions and findings, options have been identified with respect to: 

 A Community Improvement Project Area; 

 Financial Incentive Programs; 

 Municipal Leadership Incentives; and 

 Other Implementation Options. 

Each of these options are described in the following sections, for consideration and discussion by: 
Township staff, stakeholders, members of the public, and Township Council. 

Options for a Community Improvement Plan 

Community Improvement Project Area (CIPA) 

As required by Section 28 of the Planning Act, the Township must identify a CIPA to which the CIP will 
apply.  The Township should consider the following options with respect to a CIPA: 

1. The Township could designate two CIPAs which generally include the core area 
designations of Wellesley and St. Clements, as well as surrounding lands that 
provide a significant social, cultural, or economic function.    

The following is a basis for this option: 

 Wellesley and St. Clements are existing built-up areas, and the largest Settlement Areas in the 
Township with the greatest concentration of commercial uses; 

 The ROP directs most future growth and reurbanization to Wellesley and recognizes the 
economic role of St. Clements in supporting the Region’s Countryside; 

 There are many properties/buildings that could benefit from some significant building and 
property improvements/renewal, or may have ‘reurbanization’ potential; 

 Many of the priority sites identified by stakeholders are in these areas; and 

 CIP programs can provide for the vitality, regeneration, and economic prosperity of these 
areas. 

Some preliminary boundaries for CIPAs for Wellesley and St. Clements have been identified in 
figures on the following page, and are included in Appendix A. 

2. Given that there are other ‘Rural Settlement Areas’ (or Service Settlements, as 
identified in the Township Official Plan), which provide an economic role in 
supporting the Region’s Countryside (i.e., Heidelberg, Linwood, and Wallenstein), 
these areas could also be identified as CIPAs.   

However, it is noted that the CIP could indicate that these CIPAs are not immediate priorities and 
would not be eligible for financial incentive programs until significant improvements have been 
realized in Wellesley and St. Clements, or unless determined by Council.  The benefit to including 
these areas as lower-priority CIPAs is that a need for a future amendment to the CIP would be 
avoided. 
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Figure 38: A Possible Community Improvement Project Area for Wellesley. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  

   

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Possible CIPA for Wellesley contains all lands within the Core Area Designation, to capture those 
properties that are part of the central core of Wellesley and are typically commercial in use. The CIPA also 
extends beyond the Core Area to include important community assets such as the Wellesley Pond and 
residential properties that back onto the pond and enhance the scenic character, as well as the community 
centre and area. The CIPA also includes a linear corridor along Nafziger Road to Gerber Road to provide 
for potential for streetscaping improvements, as well as properties at Nafziger Road and Gerber Road that 
have the potential for redevelopment or other improvements that could utilize CIP incentives. Additional 
lands along the river valley are also included to potential trail linkages through municipal leadership 
actions.   

Residential properties have largely been excluded from the CIPA, except for those that fall within the Core 
Area Designation or are part of scenic areas around the pond. Typically, CIP incentives do not apply to 
residential properties.  
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Figure 39: A Possible Community Improvement Project Area for St. Clements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The St. Clements CIPA contains all lands within the Core Area Designation, to capture those properties 
that are part of the central core of St. Clements and are typically commercial in use. The CIPA also extends 
westward from the Core Area Designation to include the properties containing the Public Library, Church, 
and school, all of which are important community assets and may benefit from CIP policies and 
incentives. Linear corridors along Lobsinger Line to the east and west of the Core Area and along Hergott 
Road to the north are also included in the CIPA. The inclusion of these corridors along the main roads is 
intended to capture a wider area for streetscape improvements to enhance the visual appeal and 
coherence of the community’s main thoroughfare.  Again, residential properties have largely been 
excluded from the CIPAs, except for those that fall within the Core Area Designation. 
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Financial Incentive Programs 

As discussed earlier, having a CIP in place will allow the Township to assist private land and business 
owners financially (through incentive-based programs) with improvements to buildings and properties.  
Based on the information reviewed and discussed throughout this memo, a set of options have been 
identified with respect to financial incentive programs that could be included in the CIP.  These are 
summarized in the following table, with a discussion of the purpose and rationale for including them. 

Table 15: Possible Financial Incentive Program Options for Consideration. 

Financial Incentive 
Program Option 

Purpose/Details Rationale 

Design and 
Study Grant 

 
 

 For the completion of studies, plans, 
or designs to investigate the site-
specific potential of an improvement 
project, such as concept plans; site 
plan drawings; environmental 
studies; structural analyses; 
evaluation of building systems; 
traffic impact studies; or other site 
studies or plans that may be required 
at the time of pre-consultation/site 
plan approval. 

 Would allow property and business 
owners to determine whether a 
potential improvement project is 
feasible. 

 Would encourage private 
investment in properties and 
buildings within the CIPA. 

Application and 
Building Permit 

Fees Grant 

 Would offset the planning and 
building fees required by the 
Township (i.e., planning application 
fees, and building permit/demolition 
fees).  

 Would reduce the costs associated 
with improvements to private 
properties and facilitate private 
investment. 

Façade and 
Signage 

Improvement 
Grant 

 To assist with the financing of 
improvements to an existing 
building’s façade or signage (i.e., 
replacing façade treatment and 
materials, new windows, lighting, 
awnings, signage, etc.). 

 Would encourage private 
investment and aesthetic 
improvements to buildings in 
CIPA. 

Property and 
Accessibility 

Grant 

 To assist with the financing of other 
eligible improvements to private 
property (i.e., landscaping, outdoor 
patios, walkways, etc.) as well as the 
removal of barriers and other 
improvements to building 
accessibility (i.e., ramps, railings, 
automatic door openers, etc.) 

 Would encourage private 
investment and aesthetic 
improvements to buildings in 
CIPA. 

Parking 
Optimization 

Grant 

 To assist landowners with improving 
and optimizing their current parking 
lot with proper configuration, clear 
markings, signage, and reserved 
parking for employees. 

 Would encourage an increase in 
private off-street parking supply. 

Commercial and 
Rental Housing 
Conversion and 

Expansion Grant 

 To assist in the small-scale 
conversion of existing uses/vacant 
space into new commercial, mixed-
use, and rental housing uses. 
Additionally, this program could 
assist with the minor expansion of 

 Would encourage private 
investment and increase the 
amount of commercial GFA and 
assessment in the Township.  
Would also increase the amount 
and quality of rental housing. 
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Financial Incentive 
Program Option 

Purpose/Details Rationale 

existing eligible uses to support 
growing businesses and rental 
housing units. 

Reurbanization 
Tax Increment 

Equivalent 
Grant 

 To encourage the reurbanization of 
properties in the CIPA, grants 
covering a portion of the tax increase 
as a result of major improvement 
projects would be provided.  Eligible 
projects would include: infill, 
intensification, adaptive reuse, and 
redevelopment of existing uses.  
Grants could be equal to any 
percentage of the municipal portion 
of taxes and could be provided for 5-
10 years following reassessment. 

 Would encourage major private 
investment and reurbanization of 
key properties. 

Brownfield Tax 
Assistance Grant 

 Tax assistance may be provided 
through the cancellation or deferral 
of the municipal and/or school 
portions of property tax on eligible 
property to assist with eligible costs 
of environmental remediation and 
rehabilitation. Tax assistance may be 
offered during the rehabilitation 
and/or development phases of a 
brownfield project.  This is a 
Provincial Program that requires 
municipal participation through a 
CIP. 

 Would encourage the remediation 
and redevelopment of known or 
perceived brownfield sites. 

Bonus Grants 
 
 

 In addition to the above grants, a 
bonus grant (i.e., in addition to those 
offered above) could be provided if 
certain criteria are met, such as: 
exemplary design elements, 
protection of heritage features, or if 
the property is identified as a priority 
site by the Township. 

 Would encourage applicants to 
incorporate design elements and 
heritage conservation in 
improvement projects.  

 Would motivate landowners of 
priority sites (as identified by the 
Township). 

The Township could implement any of the above incentives in its CIP. 
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Township Initiatives 

Some CIPs including a set of initiatives and programs that may be implemented by the Township as part 
of the implementation of the CIP (subject to the Township’s capital budget and the availability of 
resources) to act as a catalyst for private sector investment, and to demonstrate municipal commitment to 
addressing the needs and opportunities in a Community Improvement Project Area.   

Based on the findings of Phase One, the following program options could be identified as Township 
Initiatives to provide coordinated short and long-term support for achieving the goals of the CIP: 

Table 16: Possible Township Initiatives for Consideration 

Township Initiative 
Option 

Purpose/Details Rationale 

Strategy for 
Regional 

Participation in 
the CIP 

 
 
 

 The Township (in partnership with 
Waterloo Region) could develop a 
Strategy for Regional Participation 
in the CIP.  A Working Committee 
made up of Township and County 
staff could be organized to discuss 
options/develop a strategy for the 
Region’s participation. 

 Planning Act permits Regional 
participation in CIP. 

 ROP has enabling policies 
regarding participation in lower 
tier CIPS. 

 Would increase the value of 
incentives and the impact of 
improvement projects. 

Public Realm 
and Streetscape 

Improvement 
Strategy 

 

 The Township could develop a 
strategy and timing for a range of 
Public Realm and Streetscape 
Improvements to improve amenities 
and public spaces, and promote a 
design that is generally consistent 
with the community identity.  The 
Strategy could address: traffic 
calming measures; gateway 
features; key intersection 
improvements and crosswalks; 
streetscape, sidewalk, and 
boulevard treatments; street 
furnishings, such as lampposts, 
street signage, benches, planters, 
garbage bins, and planters; public 
art installations; and tree planting 
and planting beds. 

  Well-designed streetscapes 
support healthy urban life in both 
the physical and mental wellbeing 
realms.   This in return can 
stimulate economic activity for 
street front businesses such as 
restaurants and shopping.   

 Gateway and 
Signage 

Improvements 
 
 

 Gateway features such as walls, 
signage, and plantings could be 
updated/implemented at key 
entrance locations along main roads 
within each community.   

 Signage/wayfinding could also be 
update and made consistent to 
portray a harmonious and unified 
message about the Township. 

 Gateways at the entrance points to 
each community core area give 
visitors a sense of arrival. 

 The gateway is therefore an 
opportunity to establish a sense of 
place for visitors and residents. 

Comprehensive 
Design 

Guidelines 
 
 

 Basic design guidelines/principles 
will be included in the CIP and used 
to evaluate applications for financial 
incentives and ensure that certain 
design elements are met. 

 However, the Township could also 
prepare a more comprehensive set 
of guidelines that deal with façade 
improvements, management and 
respectful conservation of cultural 

 The Guidelines would ensure that 
new development is consistent 
with the community’s overall 
vision and design goals. 
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Township Initiative 
Option 

Purpose/Details Rationale 

heritage resources, streetscapes, 
property access, signage, and open 
spaces, for example.  These 
guidelines could apply to a range of 
different types of land uses 
(commercial, mixed-use, industrial, 
etc.) within the settlement areas, or 
across the Township. 

Parking 
Improvements 

 
 

 The Township could optimize 
existing on and off-street parking by 
implementing markings to delineate 
parking spaces and coordinated 
signage and wayfinding. 

 To better understand the issue of 
parking in Wellesley and St. 
Clements, the Township could 
undertake a more detailed parking 
study involving public and 
stakeholder consultations, a review 
of the existing Township parking 
standards and standards of other 
municipalities/industry standards, 
as well as site-specific parking 
utilization surveys at peak/off-peak 
times. 

 There may be a perception that 
parking is in low supply in the 
core areas; however, a more 
detailed parking study would 
confirm if there is indeed an 
under-supply, or if other issues 
related to parking should be 
addressed. 

 Optimization of existing parking 
would help by providing short-
term solutions to existing issues. 

Master Heritage 
Study 

 
 

 The Township could undertake a 
Township-wide Master Heritage 
Study to identify a Township-wide 
vision and goals 
for heritage conservation and 
management. 

 There appear to be several historic 
buildings in both core areas (and 
other Settlement Areas) that may 
have potential cultural heritage 
value, including residential 
buildings, commercial buildings, 
and former industrial buildings. 

 There appear to be additional 
significant cultural heritage 
resources throughout the broader 
Township, including landscapes. 

The Township could implement any of the above initiatives in its CIP. 
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Community Improvement Concepts 

Potential Community Improvement Concept Plans have been prepared has part of the Phase One Options 
Report, and are shown in the following pages and in Appendix B.  

These plans provide a visual rendering of the information collected through document review, site 
analysis, stakeholder, and public consultation. The intent of the Concept Plans is to demonstrate the 
starting point for options to explore through the CIP Process, and the types of properties, projects, and 
priorities where CIP policies and incentives should be focused. Input from stakeholder and community 
consultation forms provided important elements to the Concept Plans. 

The Concept Plans for Wellesley and St. Clements contain the similar elements, as described in the 
following points: 

 The settlement boundary of the community and the Core Area Designations of the Official Plan 
which were used as a starting point for determining the CIP Areas. The Concept Plans also show 
designated and potential heritage properties.  

 Publicly owned and privately owned properties that were identified through consultation as being 
priority sites that might utilize CIP policies and incentives. These sites may already be community 
assets, or have the potential to increase their contribution to the community.  

 Other elements on the Concept Plans identified through consultation include potential 
intersection improvements or areas for parking optimization. These areas were noted both for the 
safety challenges they posed to the community, but also offer potential opportunities to enhance 
visitor experience by improving traffic flow or adding stopping points in key areas of the 
downtown core.  

 The Concept Plans also show potential gateways to the community cores, based on existing visual 
indicators. The gateway identification also provides opportunities for improvements such as 
streetscaping, gateway features and wayfinding that could enhance the entrance to community 
cores.  

 View corridors along scenic streets or landscapes are also identified. These corridors may already 
be assets to the community, but may also be improved through CIP investment.  

 The Wellesley map includes potential linkages, based on public input and review of the Parks and 
Recreation Master Plan. These potential linkages could connect new and existing recreational 
trails and connect with significant built heritage resources to enrich the experience.  

 The Concept Plans highlight both the typical elements of CIPs where incentives and municipal 
leadership can be implemented, such as general areas for streetscaping improvements and façade 
improvements. 

 The Concept Plans also illustrate the issues that may be unique to the Wellesley and St. Clements 
communities and could be addressed through the CIP process, including revitalization or 
improvement of properties or community assets, parking, and intersection challenges.  
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Figure 40: A Possible Community Improvement Concept Plan for Wellesley 
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Figure 41: A Possible Community Improvement Concept Plan for St. Clements 
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Implementation Options 

Finally, to address some of the issues related to implementation, the Township could consider the 
following options, which will be discussed in greater detail in Phase Two of the CIP project: 

1. A Community Improvement Implementation Committee (CIIC) should undertake the 
implementation of the CIP, including the review of financial incentive applications. It should be 
made-up of Township staff, including the CAO, and representatives from Planning, Building, 
Public Works, Parks and Recreation, and Finance.  

2. A full or part-time Community Improvement Administrator may also be assigned or hired to 
manage this and other related tasks.  The Administrator would ensure that there is a dedicated 
staff person available to ‘champion’ the implementation of the CIP. 

3. Council could delegate approval authority for financial incentive applications. Approval authority 
could be delegated to the CIIC, or an appropriate staff person (i.e., the CAO/Clerk); 

4. The Township could undertake the following tasks to market and promote the new CIP: 

 The Township could prepare a set of detailed promotional materials, such as 
information/FAQ sheets, newsletters, successful project summaries, etc.; 

 The Township could establish a CIP website, where program information, forms, updates, 
contact information, etc. would be posted; 

 Township staff could identify landowners/tenants/other groups (such as Real Estate agents) 
to target with information sheets and promotional material; and 

 Township staff could deliver CIP information sessions for interested landowners, tenants, etc. 

 The Community Improvement Administrator could be an ‘Ambassador’ for the CIP and 
manage marketing and promotion.   

5. The Township could require pre-consultation with the CIIC or Community Improvement 
Administrator as an application requirement.  

6. Financial incentive applications could be received on a first come first serve basis. Alternatively, 
annual/bi-annual application deadlines could be established to motivate the submission of 
applications and streamline the review/approval process and to help prioritize the distribution of 
municipal funds. 

7. The Township should identify an annual budget for the implementation of the CIP.  This could be 
determined based on a per capita basis, or based on the availability of resources. 
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7 Next Steps  

The completion of this Phase One Options Report brings the Township and consulting team to the end of 
Phase One of the CIP Project.  This Report will serve as the basis for: discussing the options for a CIP in 
Phase 2 and the development of a CIP in Phase 3 of the project.   

The following is a brief overview of the immediate next steps in the CIP process: 

 Present the options to Township Council; 

 Consult with Stakeholders and the public on the options; 

 Identify preferred options; and 

 Prepare a draft CIP document based on Council and stakeholder feedback. 
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